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After pimary ~ cL hardWtMxliop, tJIe raIdJIn-
length/random-width lumber is usually dried in the con.
ventional manner. After grading, the lumber is lightly
surfaced on two sides and further proceeeed into parts for
furniture, dimension, or other manufactured wood prod-
ucts. However, many boards contain defects (i.e., knots,
wane, stain, ch~ka, etc.) that are not allowed in the clear
pieces produced in the rough mill. Rough mill production
is presently accomplished by humans operating Cro88CUt
and ripsaws. Frequently, the yield of usable parts is sig-
nificantly diminished in this operation by human error,
inattention, inadequate supervision, or poor equipment
design. Studies indicate that humans are only about 68
percent attUrate in their ability to perfectly ~ and
locate such surface defects (4) in a plant environment.

In a propoeed completely new proceea, the Automated
Lumber Processing System (ALPS) (7), human operators
need not locate defective areas on boards or be responsible
for devising crosscut and rip strategies for cutting around
them. In the ALPS process, the surfaces of the boards are
IK:anned with a video camera and the image information is
digitized. A computer then rapidly analyzes the data for
tonal, textural, and color information and identifies the
defects and their looation. The image-derived defect data
is then used to compute an optimum cutting strategy for
each board to maximize yield for a given cutting bill (6).

Abstract
This study of 46 U.S. wood products companies that

manufacture a variety ofhardwood products found no con-
sistently applied formal or standard definition of what
constitutes a marginal defect. Analysis indicated homoge-
neous yet nonspecific rules arc used. While there were
wide variations in criteria, similar quantitative terms
were used. Two distinct clasaes of defects emerged. One
group, encompassing holes, knots, and checks, appears to
be well defined, while the other, encompa_~i!'~ stain. min-
eral, color harmony, and incipient decay, is left to subjec-
tive evaluation. For example, hole identification appears
to be based aolely on diameter, knot identification on di-
ameter and <x:curreJx:e, and check identification on length
and width. For the second group, defect elimination and
cutting decisions appear to be based more on how obvious
a defect may be in the end product rather than on explic.
itly defined sizes and colors. In HOme cases, the cost of the
end product does not directly reflect the number or size of
wood defects allowed, but rather the manufacturing steps
involved and the relative mechanjzation in manuCKturing
the product. A computer vision system now under develop-
ment can identify size, color, and pattern differences and
locate the board edge, type of defect. and its location. How-
ever, the cost. and functional speed of the system is directly
related to the specific requirements of the user. It is eseen-
tial that measures used by industry be translatable into
parameters usable by the vision system. With such stan-
dardization, one vision system can be tailored to identify
specific defects for various manufacturers based on the
quality needs of their individual product lines. The objec.
tive of this effort was to quantify information on the max-
imum allowable defects by product and species- This is the
first effort and points to the need for additional work be-
fore a complete vision system is built.
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TABLE 1. - C~tica of 1M illdUll'y NIIIplc by prod.d ~ MIl quolity..
Funaiture Kitcb8D

Quality FarDitun diIDeD8iIm C8biDet8 Mill t C Ota-a
Hip 18 (4ft) 8 8 - 2 :.
Medium 14 (66~) 2 4 - 0 -
:Medium low - 1 1 - 1 -

'fotal ~.- 2'1 . 10 8 S J

Glued paaela 87~ 17~ 10.. 0. ... "'
8111i8 C8t 7 bM:I~ door rr.-. "-'i-.. ~ aM IMu*ia1 .-wdIId8.

National Dimension Manufacturers A.x:iations director.
ia The companiM ~lected were l~ted in five geographic
regions: North Carolina/Virginia [19J; 1..08 Angeles, Cal.
if. [8]; Te~_'!essee, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Kentucky [7J;
Wisconsin and Michigan [7); and New Hampshire, New
York, and Pennsylvania [5J. Defects, processing systems,
and methods of communicatingmargi nal or unacceptable
defects for each industry group found in Table 1 were eval.
uated by direct obeervation through plant visits. Cooper.
ation was requested prior to the visit. No statistical sam.
pling methoo was used in ~lecting manufacturers, but an
attempt was made to represent diverse product groups in
many geographical areas. Table 1 summarizes the charac.
teristics of the industry sample by product category and
quality.

At each plant visit, and after observation and diacus-
sion of the defects allowed, an evaluation form summariz-
ing the discussions was completed for later analysis. The
form included the company and location (by code), the
product produced, and the company's acx:eptance level of
eight major defect types: knots, wane, holes, decay, color
harmony, mineral streak and stain, checks, and splits.
There were 171 entries made for all companies and species.
Separate entries were created if the given manufacturer
produced more than one product type and/or used more
than one species of wood. Sixty percent of the products
reported were furniture, 13 pen:ent furniture dimension,
11 pe~nt kitchen cabinets, 9 pe~nt millwork, 6 pen:ent
caskets, and 1 pen:ent other (doors, flooring, novelties,
industrial products). Samples of the user defined defects
were also collected and identified to aid in developing the
computer vision system and to test the system response.

In Table I, a oouble hyphen indicates no product qual.
ity assessment was reported. Total companies represent
the number of companies manufacturing a given product.
However, 6 of the 46 companies sampled manufactured
multiple pnxlucts - defined as those in a different pnxluct
category or within the same category but of different qual.
ity. Thus. if the total is leu than the sum of the product
category, then the total includes multi-product companies.
The parenthetical pen:entag88 adjacent to the number of
high and low quality furniture companies rep~nt the
average amount of solid wood used for glued-up panels.
Meaningful averages of glued panels for the other product
categories are not tabulated because of the low number of
companies reporting UM of glued-up panels. The final line
of Table 1 shows what pen:entage of companies within a
pnxluct category uaes glued-up panels. For example, 67
percent of the furniture companies reported using glued
panels. The percentage of glued panels was calculated

A l~r cutting system, rather than conventional saws, is
uaed to further maximize yield through the laaer's ability
to prod~ a very thin kerf and make "blind" cuts (7). The
ALPS process has been determined to be economically
feasible (3,5).

Optical imaging methods aeem technically feasible,
but cunent systems are Id. capable cX detecting the variety
and - of defects in appearance-eensitive operations. With
existing systems, marginal flaws require manual suppres-
sion or enhancement for proper operation. The ALPS vi-
sion system is significantly more aophiaticated and will be
expected to not only detect a wide range of surface defects,
but also classify them by type and size (i.e., checks, knots,
decay, etc.). Thus, ALPS can potentially allow the manu-
facturer to define which defects or character marks mayor
may not appear in each piece of a cutting bill.

While feasibility studies have shown the image anal-
ysis system under ~lopment can aa:urately differentiate
defects from clear wood and identify them (1,2), it is im-
portant to be able to further delineate bet~n aa:elKoable,
sometimes acceptable, and unacceptable defects. This is a
subjective matter related to the product and to the user's
definition of a defect. To reduce computational time and
program complexity, an early decision for wocxi character-
istics or defects deemed acceptable, poesibly acceptable,
and unacceptable, is needed. While the number of some-
times acceptable and unacceptable defects may well be
small, ALPS needs to be sufficiently flexible to meet the
individual needs of a wide range of users.

Objective
To design an effective and cost efficient computer.

based, defect-detection system, it is _ntial to under-
stand and objectively define what various manufacturers
regard as defects in their products. There is currently no
published infonnation or industry standard for ~lKoable,
sometimes acceptable, and unacceptable defects. Informal
discussions by the authors indicate a wide range of meth-
ods of communicating the company's standard to workers.

The objective of this study was to determine what, in
industrial practice, constitutes a marginal defect and to
what extent, if any, formal written or visual standards
are used. A marginal defect was defined as the maximum
allowable defect as defined by size and type. When no
fonnal system was found, a system having specified size
limitations for each type of defect was pJ'Op(.d to the man-
ufacturer.

Method
A list of 46 dive~ wood products manufacturers was

~lected from the American Furniture Manufacturers and
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It can generally be stated that higher quality products
(furniture and furniture dimension) require more clear
surface area with smaller and fewer defects. Since these
products constituted 84 percent of the sample, which is
close to the industry average as a whole, the definitions
obtained with respect to both size and p~nce must b$
carefully co~ in the design of the ALPS vision ck!t.ec-
ion system. One unexpected qualification must be made.
The kitchen cabinet industry is generally considered a
lower end user, yet the survey indicated the need for an
almost perfect surface. Even high quality furniture manu-
facturers appear to be more generous in their acceptance
of defects. The re88On given is that furniture manufac-
turers expect and do repair marginal defects during fin-
ishing, while kitchen cabinet manufacturers operate more
highly automated finishing systems that do not facilitate
repair of blemishes. The reasoning for including some de-

because the ALPS system ia also investigating direct use
of the laser charred surface for gluing panels.

Di8Cu88ion of results
The results of this industrial survey are tabulated

by product category, defect type, and species in Tables 2
through 6. All geographic regions sampled are represented
in the tabulations. A preci8e mathematical analysis of the
results is not possible but it is evident that a very wide
range of definitions for a marginal defect are employed in
industry, depending on species and end product. One inter-
viewed individual stated, "Hyou can see it, it's a defect."
Yet a previous study by the authors (4) indicated that
rough mill operators work at only about 68 percent accu-
racy in the task of identifying and locating defects for ex-
clusion. Some rough mill operators were even found to
have substandard vision.

TABLE 2. - SamlnGry 0( fur"uun and di_io" defed ~ by ~.
-

Maximum .IM ~ d8(1Ct allOW8dNo.at - - - ~ -
compan- Co!. Mineral c.k

8IIeci8I reP«tiDI K'*- Wane Ho&. 0.., ~y and.t.iD Cbecb Split.
(iDo)" (iD-)" (iDo~Red oak 31 1H to 1132 N- W to L'64 N-- N- to - ~ to - 1132 b11 ~

Hard maple 16 W to 1132 None 1/18 to 1/84 None" N- to - Some 1/16 b1 1/8 N-
Whit. oak 10 lfl to 1/18 None 1/18 to 1132 NoM to - N- to - Some 1/16 by 1/4 None~ maple 10 112 to 1/18 N- W to 1132 N- to - N- to - ~ to - 1/16 b11/4 N-
Whit. uh 9 1/4 to 1/18 N- to - W to 1132 None' None to - N- to - N- to - N- to--
Honduran mahoeany 9 1/4 None 1/18 to 1/84 None None to - N- to - None None
Yellow-poplar 8 1/8 N- 1/4 to 1/16 None' None to lOme None to 10- N- to IOme NoMHiekcwy/peean 8 1/4 to 1/16 N- 1/8 to 1/16 None' N- to - N- to - 1132 b1 1/4 None
Whiw pine 8 1-112 N- 1/8 to 1/16 None to IOme NoM N- to - 1/32 by 1/4 None
Black cherry 5 1/4 to 1/16 None 1/16 to 1/84 None None to - ao- None to IOme None
81neh88 in dia-w.
b 1nchet of width by inch.. of len,th.
'In th- c.-, compani8 did allow ali,ht diacoloration due to early decay.

TA8LE_~. - ~ 01-,~. C86iftft ~ d818if-t;oll by .pecWa.
Muimum .iae ~ defect allowed

~
None to 1/32 by 1

None
N-
N-
None
None

(iD.~
1/32 to non.

None to 1132

N- to 1/32

N-
None
1/64

Red oak
Beech
Sycamore
White oak
Hm maple
Black cherry

.
2
2
1
1
1

NOM

None
Non.
None
N-
None

N-,
None
Non.
None
None
Non.

Noaa
NOM
None
None
N-
None

NoH to -
None to some
NOM to 80m.

None
None
None

N_to-
Some

Non. to -.
Some
s.-
None

- ~. 1nch88 in diameter.
~ Inch.. of width by inch.. of length.
'In theM ca8e8. compani.. did al\ow alight diacoloration due to early decay

T~ 4. - S_~ "'~ 8{ed ~~ by ~

8

1
1
1
I
1
1

None

None
None
None
None
None
N-

N-
None
None
NODe
None
None
N-

None to -
Some
None
N-
None
Some
None

N- to -
Some
None
None
None
None
N-

N- &0 -
Some
&MIle
Some

1/4
NOlIe
N-

Red oak

White oak
Yellow-popl...
White ash
White pine
Red alder
BaJIak

- -. Ind!. in diameter.
b Ind!. or width by inch. of length.
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TABLE 5. - SUMIIIIII'y 0( cae'-' d.red ~ by ~

T~~ 6. =~,"1tIGry 0{ ~ pt'odllct .~ clu-.!.~tio"

Maximum Iia m detect ..1--No.~ -- - ~ ~ - - - ~ - -
COIIIP8IIi8 Color wi.ft11trMk

--- NPGr'iDC KIMI&8 W- HeI8 0.., --, aM aiD CIIeck8 Spiiu- . -- .

(In.!" (iD.!" (iD.~
~ dO8' P8D81a.
door tram8, aDd nc-ina

Red oak 5 N- to lJ8

Hard maple 1 118 I

N-
N-

N- to 1/4

N-
None to-

Same

NOM

NODe

None to -
Some

N_to
1/2 by 1~
l/2by~

None to -
Mineral OK

1/l8 None None None Some Some N- Nol

among material cost, defect repair, and acceptable product
standards. M~t companies do not consciously calculate
this cost, but many would benefit from such an exercise.
Thought should also be given within the industry to cate-
gorizing defects by repair cost and the quality standard
required by consumers.

It was disapp>inting to the researchers that more com-
panies did not have formal methods of specifying what
constitutes a defect in their product. Only 3 companies of
the 46 observed had any written system. Most depended
on subjective verbal infonnation relayed to the re8lK>nsible
production workers. A few companies had samples of ac-
ceptable pieces as a standard for employees to observe
and compare.

The results of this study address the need for an objec-
tive defect classification system to facilitate the develop-
ment of an industrially useful automated computer-vision,
defect-detection system, i.e., a homogeneous set of rules
that can be used to describe most defects in many products.
Of the product categories sampled, no manufacturer al-
lows splits, wane, or decay. Thus, any vision system devel.
oped must be capable of' consistently and aaxurately detect-
ing these defects. Only holes of'very small size are allowed
and knots are limited by size. Color, grain pattern, stain,
and burl are more difficult to define, and therefore, are
more difficult to analyze as defects. These defect types may
be defined Da'e by ~ or emotion rather than size
or nwnber. In these subjective areas it will be even more

feds and repairing them is that such repair steps tend to
keep yield higher and material costs lower. The cost 8880-
ciated with repairs vanes, as BOrne defects are more easily
repaired than others. For example, a given product line
may have two or more shades of finishes. Material contain-
ing stain or mineral streak could simply be placed in a
dark finish group, thus masking the defect at no additional
cost. However, holes are difficult and costly to repair and
must be limited in size. Defects such as splits are impos-
sible to repair, may cause a failure, and are objectionable
to all the industry.

If the material must be absolutely defect or blemish
free, )ield of parts will be diminished and material cost
will substantially increase. For high cost species such as
walnut, cherry, or oak, the material cost increa. is signif-
icant. For lower value species such as gum or cottonwood,
the cost escalation associated with yield reduction will
be less dramatic.

In this survey, no manufacturer indicated that they
had studied consumer ~nsitivity to defects. Yet all manu-
facturers tried to establish standards that reflected what
they thought the consumer wanted and expected- Some
marketing techniques have affected consumer acceptance
of some defects. Examples include knotty pine furniture,
which allows BOund knots, and "distressing" in antique
furniture reproductions, which can mask certain defects.

The foundation for developing standard marginal de-
fect descriptions rests upon achieving an economic balance
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wood processing decisions are based more on how obvious
a defect may be in the end product than on explicitly de-
fined sizes and colors. Further work. needs to be done in
developing and testing a defect definition system accept-
able to the industry. This study may provide the basis for
initiating wood product defect definitions.

The ALPS computer-vision system now under develop-
ment can differentiate size, color, and pattern differences
among background, clear wood, and defects, and hence,
locate the edges of boards, the type of defect, and its loca-
tion. However, the aJ8t and functional speed of such a sys-
tem is directly related to how precisely the requirements
of users can be defined, which can vary considerably, as
shown in this survey. It is essential ~t the qualitative
and quantitative measures used by industry be translat-
able into parameters usable by the vision system. Given
standardized parameters, a versatile vision system that
can be individually tailored to identify specific defects to
meet the quality needs of any manufacturer can be de-
signed.

It is hoped this study will encourage more companies
to accurately describe and define defects. If more thought
is given to this subject, the ultimate development of a com-
puter-vision, defect-detection system will be accelerated.

imlX>rt.ant to customize the defect detection system to each
individual wood products manufacturer. The information
contained here may assist additional manufacturers to
more carefully consider what truly constitutes a defect in
their products. Progress will only be made if additional
companies are able to accurately define marginal defects
and provide rules deecribing them. Given such informa-
tion, there is little doubt that a computer-vision system
can be developed to automate defect detection in the wood
products industry as has occurred in other industries.

Summary and conclusions
Presently, conventional crosa:ut and ripsaw equipment

is operated by humans to produce defect-free parts from
hardwood lumber. The resulting yield of usable parts is
frequently below optimum because of human error, in-
attention, and inadequate training or supervision. A
computer-vision system that can accurately differentiate
defects from clear wood and identify them by type is cur-
rently under development. The vision system is coupled
with a yield optimization program and with a laser that
cuts the desired parts from the lumber. The cost of apply-
ing the vision system, in terms of material, yield, and re-
pairs, will increase as increased definition is demanded.
Therefore, the degree of defect definition should be related
to the end use of the part within the product, as some
defects may be hidden from view.

This study found that the definitions of marginal de-
fects vary widely among producers of competing products,
due to differences in product quality. No consistently ap-
plied formal defect standards within the industry were
found- Analysis of the data collected from manufacturers
of various products indicates there are two distinct classes
of marginal defects. In one group. actual defects were mea-
sured and classified using similar quantitative and qual-
itative terms across a broad range of products. For exam.
ple, hole identification appears to be based solely on diam-
eter. knot identification on diameter and soundness. and
check identification on length and width. No manufactur-
ers accepted wane or splits. In the second group. which
contsins defects such as decay. color. and stain. the de-
fects were identified using qualitative terminology. How-
ever, it is imlX>rtant to note that many company officials
surveyed incorrectly described these marginal defects in
terms of exact measurements. This suggests that some
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